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AscendTMS And Lean Staffing Solutions Partner To Provide Expert
Low-Cost Nearshore Staffing Services To The Wider Logistics
Market
AscendTMS Is Now The Clear Leader In TMS Software Combined With Staffing
Solutions
Tampa, Florida – Tuesday August 13th, 2019
InMotion Global, Inc. announced today that AscendTMS, the world’s number one rated
transportation management software (TMS), has partnered with the largest nearshore
logistics staffing company, Lean Staffing Solutions, to offer bundled TMS software and
staffing packages within AscendTMS.
The combination of Lean Staffing Solutions and AscendTMS provides brokers and
carriers with on-demand logistics staff at up to 70% less cost than they are currently
paying for similar positions in the United States – all inside the AscendTMS software. The
widely used TMS technology from AscendTMS is provided at no charge to any Lean
Staffing Solutions customers, allowing teams of remote logistics staff to work
collaboratively together in real-time.
Tim Higham, president and CEO of AscendTMS, said, “Lean Staffing Solutions is the
largest nearshore staffing solution in logistics today, with expert staffing facilities in four
convenient Colombian locations. Our 21,000 plus customers are all looking to lower their
operating costs – especially their staffing costs – while improving their overall level of
service. Our broker and carrier customers asked us to add Lean Staffing Solutions to
their toolset inside AscendTMS. As always – we listened to our clients – and we quickly
added Lean Staffing Solutions to AscendTMS for them. By using Lean Staffing Solutions,

a broker or carrier will immediately see lower staffing costs - and thus much higher
profits overnight.”
Another bonus for Lean Staffing Solutions clients is that they get the Premium
AscendTMS software, packaged with instant expert staffing solutions, at no cost. This
means they can immediately take advantage of the lower staffing costs by connecting
to Lean Staffing Solutions’ Colombian based logistics teams (see HERE for more details).
Robert Cadena, CEO of Lean Staffing Solutions, stated; “Lean Staffing Solutions is proud
to be associated with AscendTMS as many of our clients and prospects already use their
number one rated TMS software. Lean Staffing Solutions is perfectly aligned with their
vision of high value low cost service offerings that appeal to a broad spectrum of logistics
companies looking to quickly cut costs without any loss of service. As the leader in the
logistics staffing space, we drive that value proposition home by instantly lowering the
staffing costs of any logistics provider using our expert sales, service, and back office
staffing services.”
Lean Staffing Solutions’ expert staff are based in four prime locations in Colombia. Their
staff speak fluent English and Spanish, all are college educated, and they are fully familiar
with the AscendTMS platform, so no special training is required if the broker, 3PL,
carrier, or logistics provider already uses AscendTMS. In fact, new logistics staff from
Lean Staffing Solutions can be added in AscendTMS in seconds.
Higham continued, “Lean Staffing Solutions have big plans. We have no doubt that the
future for North American logistics providers will be a combination of remote teams
working collaboratively from different locations, with the lower cost functions of sales,
support, and back office roles being based in Colombia, which is conveniently located in
the Central time zone. Every big name in logistics is already doing it - because it truly
works, and so we are now seeing a flood of interest from the smaller and medium sized
broker, 3PL, and carrier so they can catch up, quickly cut costs - and compete.”
AscendTMS is the world’s number one rated TMS software platform, with paying
customers in over 20 countries. It’s also the only true-cloud based TMS system, requiring
no IT staff, no downloads, no setup, no configuration, no installation, no hardware, and
no contracts. It offers complete dispatch control, fully customizable load management
screens, free load tracking built into the TMS, free document management, sending of

driver instructions via text from the TMS (and the ability to receive texted replies into
the TMS), complete fleet, asset, and driver management, full brokerage management,
easy accounting, seamless cash funding on completed loads, full reporting, user role
management, branch and agent management, a free truckload rate index, real truckmiles and routes, automated driver pay and settlement, free route and load
optimization, free customization, one-dollar EDI connectivity, a driver payment portal,
and much more.
About InMotion Global / AscendTMS:
InMotion Global, Inc. provides the free, award-winning, patent‐pending Transportation Management System, AscendTMS®,
to freight shippers, freight brokers, and trucking companies. AscendTMS® is used by thousands of companies in 19
countries, from small single-person logistics operations to multi-billion dollar international corporations, and can manage
any logistics operation. AscendTMS® is 100% free to use for the Basic system, requires no upfront fees, no annual license
cost, requires no downloads or installations, is mobile certified, and provides full enterprise level TMS features to manage
and operate any logistics operation. AscendTMS® is the world’s leading cloud based freight brokerage software, trucking
software, and shipping software, and ranked as the number one TMS software by Crowd Reviews, Capterra, and Software
Advice (a Gartner company). AscendTMS® is the world’s fastest growing and most widely used TMS solution. InMotion
Global, Inc. is headquartered in Brandon, Florida. Learn more at www.TheFreeTMS.com or at www.InMotionGlobal.com.
About Lean Staffing Solutions
Lean Staffing Solutions was started 8 years ago by Robert Cadena. Their model allows U.S. based transportation companies
to set up their own satellite office within their facility, while LSS provides the staff, technology, and managerial support.
With close to 1,000 employees and 90 clients, Lean Staffing is recognized as the largest nearshore services provider in
Colombia. www.Lean Staffing Solutions.com.

